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Operating Systems Design and Implementation (3rd Edition) (Prentice Hall Software Series)Prentice Hall, 2006
The definitive, up-to-date introduction to operating systems: 
Core principles plus hands-on examples with the new MINIX 3 operating system

 

The...
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Buliding N1™ Grid Solutions Preparing, Architecting, and Implementing Service-Centric Data Centers (Official Sun Microsystems Resource)Prentice Hall, 2004
The N1 Grid is Sun's vision, strategy, and architecture—and a set of products—that redefine the nature of data center computing. The N1 Grid architecture uses the network, physically and logically, as its fundamental organizing principle.

This book enables the reader to implement service-centric data center solutions through...
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Solaris Operating Environment Boot CampPrentice Hall, 2002
The aim of this book is not to be just another "Guide for System Administrators," but rather a workshop manual that describes the tasks that need to be performed to build a complex network using the standard components delivered with the system.
We present the chapters in the same chronological order that the system administrator...
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Visual C# 2005 How to Program (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2005
The complete, authoritative Deitel® Live-Code introduction to object-oriented programming with C# 2.0, Visual C#® 2005, ADO.NET 2.0, ASP.NET 2.0 and Web Services!  C# is one of the world’s most powerful object-oriented languages. This new edition, which is completely updated to...
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Integrating Linux and WindowsPrentice Hall, 2000
The complete solutions guide for every Linux/Windows system administrator!
This complete Linux/Windows integration guide offers detailed coverage of dualboot
issues, data compatibility, and networking. It also handles topics such as
implementing Samba file/print services for Windows workstations and providing
cross-platform...
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A Practical Guide to UNIX® for Mac OS® X UsersPrentice Hall, 2005
The Most Useful UNIX Guide for Mac OS X Users Ever, with Hundreds of High-Quality Examples!
Beneath Mac OS® X’s stunning graphical user interface (GUI) is the most powerful operating system ever created: UNIX®. With unmatched clarity and...
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Six Sigma--The First 90 DaysPrentice Hall, 2006
The new Six Sigma has had no less than a dazzling debut, starting in late 1994 with AlliedSignal. Originated in 1987 at Motorola, Six Sigma was adopted by very few companies, though it was not taken very seriously. Only after AlliedSignal (now known as Honeywell) demonstrated Six Sigma's effectiveness in redefining a company, achieving dramatic...
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Introduction to Management Science, Ninth EditionPrentice Hall, 2006
The objective of management science is to solve the decision-making problems that confront and confound managers in both the public and the private sector by developing mathematical models of those problems. These models have traditionally been solved with various mathematical techniques, all of which lend themselves to specific types of problems....
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Java Testing and Design : From Unit Testing to Automated Web TestsPrentice Hall, 2004
Produce scalable, reliable, high-performance Web-enabled applications in Java
Web infrastructure is everywhere. And yet until this book there was no guide to show how your choices in design, coding, and testing impact the scalability, performance, and functionality of your Web-enabled applications.
...
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Web Search GaragePrentice Hall, 2004
Best-selling author and research expert Tara Calishain offers her insider tips and tricks for web searching in this title from Prentice Hall PTR's Garage Series.  The book begins with an in-depth look at search engines and other online tools such as browsers.  It describes several principles of web searching to help you leverage the scope of the...
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Linux for Programmers and UsersPrentice Hall, 2006
This book is an outgrowth of the popularity of Linux. Its original version, UNIX for Programmers and Users, written by Graham and updated in subsequent editions by King has been widely used in classroom settings and is popular with professionals new to UNIX or UNIX programming. The increasing...
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Nanotechnology : Science, Innovation, and OpportunityPrentice Hall, 2005
 

Inside the Emerging Multibillion-Dollar Nanotechnology Industry
Suddenly, nanotechnology isn't science fiction or mere theory: It's becoming one of the world's fastest-growing, highest-impact industries. In Nanotechnology: Science, Innovation, and...
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